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**Figure 1.** Nakayama and colleagues (2016) studied wild Eurasion perch (Perca fluviatilis) and show that: (1) Adult perch growing fast as juveniles moved greater distances and spent more time active. (2) Early maturing individuals with greater reproductive effort became active.
more often. And (3) individuals with a high reproductive effort consumed more prey from pelagic (fish) vs. littoral (macroinvertebrates) pathways.


The pace-of-life syndrome hypothesis (POLS) suggests that individual behavioural variation co-evolves with life-history variation, causing individuals on a fast life-history trajectory to display more active or bold personalities than individuals following a slow trajectory. In the present study, Nakayama et al. (2016) followed the detailed movement patterns of wild Eurasian perch using acoustic telemetry and studied their relationships with life-history traits inferred from scale samples. Consistent with POLS, individuals with greater reproductive effort changed more often between active and passive behavioural modes. Moreover, individuals growing fast as a juveniles stayed active longer and moved over greater distances when adult. This study shows compelling evidence for covariance between personality and pace-of-life in a natural population.

Natural populations are composed of individuals which markedly differ in behaviour (2009). A surge of recent research examines what causes and maintains such ‘animal personalities’, as well as their ramifications for ecological processes and conservation issues (Sih *et al.* 2012; Killen *et al.* 2016). One hypothesis rapidly gaining popularity in this field provides an adaptive explanation for why seemingly identical individuals display consistently different behaviour. The pace-of-life syndrome hypothesis, POLS in short, postulates that personalities map firmly onto a larger suite of traits, including life-history and physiology (Reale *et al.* 2010). Allocation trade-offs, fundamental to all life-history theory, would then maintain individual differences in life-history as well as behavioural and physiological differences.

In its original form, POLS described how species tend to only display a limited range of possible physiological and life-history trait combinations along a slow-fast continuum (Ricklefs & Wikelski 2002). At the one end of this continuum, long lived, slow growing species with delayed maturation display slow metabolism, high hormonal stress responsivity and more refined immune traits whereas short-lived species occupy the opposite side of this spectrum (Ricklefs & Wikelski 2002; Lee *et al.* 2008). Applying the POLS to population-level behavioural variation, Réale and colleagues argue that individuals prioritizing a fast pace-of-life can achieve similar fitness compared to individuals on a slow pace trajectory but will display more active, bold and aggressive behaviour (Reale *et al.* 2010). This extension of the POLS concept has appealed to many since it elegantly integrates life-history theory with theory of state-dependent behaviour (Houston & McNamara 1999; Wolf *et al.* 2007), and accordingly has inspired many behavioural ecologists to an integrative approach to the study of phenotypic variation.

Whereas tentative evidence exists for the occurrence of positive relationships between behaviour and pace-of-life from studies on captive and domesticated animals, testing this hypothesis under natural conditions has proven to be challenging (Biro & Stamps 2008; Adriaenssens & Johnsson 2009). A partial cause of this lies in the logistic difficulty involved with monitoring behaviour and life-history over suitably long periods in natural populations. This has further been complicated by the notion that behaviours of animals scored in the lab do not always extend to behaviour in the wild upon release (Niemela & Dingemanse 2014).
In this issue, Nakayama and colleagues now provide compelling support for the POLS hypothesis in a population of wild roaming Eurasian perch (*Perca fluviatilis*) (Nakayama, Rapp & Arlinghaus 2016). Eurasian perch are a common freshwater fish throughout most of Europe and northern Asia that actively hunt for small fish and macroinvertebrates in the lakes and rivers they inhabit. Using a sophisticated 3D acoustic telemetry system, Nakayama and colleagues were able to follow the undisturbed behaviour of wild perch in a small lake (~25ha) in Northern Germany. Despite being of same sex (females), similar age (6-9 years) and similar size, differences between individual fish explained between 51 and 66% of observed variance in movement parameters scored during two, separate, 14-day monitoring periods set two months apart. Individuals each had their own typical movement pattern characterized by the distance they navigated, or how often they switched between active and inactive movement styles. They then used fish scales, much like annual rings in trees, to estimate each fish’s prior life-history parameters. This analysis exposed substantial between-individual variation in the speed and timing of life-history events, with individuals growing between 6 to 8cm per year while reaching maturity at either their second or third year.

In agreement with inclusion of behaviour as part of a POLS, they observed individuals with a fast juvenile growth rate to stay active longer and travel greater distances when adult. Early maturing perch with greater reproductive effort also switched more often between active and inactive movement modes. Assuming that active and inactive movement modes overlap with foraging under risk vs. low-risk predator avoidance the authors conclude that overall perch on a fast pace-of-life exhibited more active and less risk-sensitive behaviour. This was also supported by stable isotope analysis, which showed that perch with greater reproductive effort, as well as larger individuals, consumed more prey from pelagic regions of the lake, suggesting riskier foraging behaviour exploiting the open areas in the lake. Lack of cover in these open areas likely makes fish more susceptible to predators such as fish eating birds and larger fish. In the lake studied by Nakayama and colleagues, pike (*Esox lucius*) and European catfish (*Silurus glanis*) are predators posing a realistic threat for perch using open areas (Nakayama *et al.* 2016).

Not all studies have however found similar support for stable positive links between active behaviours and pace-of-life. In fact, over the past years several empirical studies observed patterns that have been difficult to consolidate with the notion of stable positive links between active, aggressive, behaviour and aspects of pace-of-life, leaving the evidence for a broader POLS inconclusive. Numerous studies, for instance, reported negative (Reale *et al.* 2009; Adriaenssens & Johnsson 2011; Debecker *et al.* 2016) or non-linear (Bergeron *et al.* 2013) links between active behaviours and growth or mortality, or associations with directionality contingent on third factors (Heg, Schurch & Rothenberger 2011; Le Galliard *et al.* 2013; Závorka *et al.* 2015; Nicolaus *et al.* 2016). Several of the latter pinpoint variations in conspecific density and resource abundance as key factors determining the direction of links between behaviour and aspects of pace-of-life. In wild great tits (*Parus major*), for instance, fast exploring individuals survived better under low densities, but worse under higher densities in comparison to more slow explorers (Nicolaus *et al.* 2016). Similar results suggest the growth of wild brown trout (*Salmo trutta*) depends on a complex interaction between individual activity and resource abundance (inferred from home range sizes) (Závorka *et al.* 2015). This caused active trout to grow faster than less active individuals when food was abundant but slower when food was scarce (small vs. large home ranges).

It is therefore tempting to suggest that among-study differences in the environmental conditions may also explain some of the variations in strength and sign of correlations between active behaviours and pace-of-life observed in separate studies. This is to some extent supported by work on salmonid fish, where active individuals outgrew inactive individuals in studies in stable, food-rich,
environments, whereas inactive individual grow at equal or faster speed in environments with less predictable food abundance (summarized in Závorka et al. 2015). Considering that the perch studied by Nakayama (2016) occupy a food rich, eutrophic, lake system the results of their study offers further support for this hypothesis.

Together, the variable support for the POLS hypothesis highlights an outstanding need to develop a theoretical framework for covariance patterns between personality and life-history that holds scrutiny under more naturally fluctuating environmental conditions (Adriaenssens & Johnsson 2009). A particular challenge for future work goes to outlining the settings under which we do expect behaviour and POLS to covary, and explaining why and when the relative payoffs of different personalities shift when environments change. Tools allowing long term collection of detailed behavioural data from free-ranging animals, such as those applied by Nakayama et al. (2016), will be an invaluable resource in these efforts to gain a better understanding of links between behaviour and life-history.
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